The Ultimate Guide for Getting
Knowledge Management Right for Self Service
Plus, 7 Tips on How To Do So!
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Introduction
Corporate IT service desks have long understood the opportunity and benefits of knowledge management
but far too many continue to struggle to make the most of what their service desk agents, and the wider IT
organization, already know. 
Unfortunately, knowledge management initiatives can be fraught with obstacles across the full range of
people (and culture), process, and technology. To empower a new generation of Self Help, organizations
must focus on creating the best possible environment for knowledge curation, sharing, and usage.
If you want to improve your service desk’s knowledge management capabilities, or start out on a journey to
deliver a powerful self-help capability for your employees, then please read on as this eBook covers:

1

Where the IT Support Industry Currently is with Knowledge
Management (in Terms of Success)
P. 03 - 09

2

What Commonly Goes Wrong with Knowledge Management
Initiatives
P. 10 - 14

3

7 Tips for (Finally) Getting Knowledge Management Right
for Self Service
P. 15 - 23
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What Knowledge Management
Is (and Isn’t?)
There are many definitions of what knowledge management is. For example, ITIL 2011 describes it as:
“The process responsible for sharing perspectives, ideas, experience and information, and for ensuring that
these are available in the right place and at the right time.”
Whereas Wikipedia adds an important second sentence to the classic 1994 knowledge management
definition from Thomas Davenport: “Knowledge management is the process of creating, sharing, using and
managing the knowledge and information of an organization. It refers to a multidisciplinary approach to
achieving organizational objectives by making the best use of knowledge.” 1
This addition gets to the crux of the difference
between what knowledge management is
and isn’t. While most definitions will call out
“creating, sharing, using, and managing”, there
needs to be as much focus on the effective use
and reuse of knowledge–in creating, or
co-creating, business value–as on its capture,
curation, and ongoing management. 
The bottom line is that the value of knowledge
management is ultimately in the use and
reuse of knowledge. This should influence any
measurements put in place to understand the
effectiveness and success of any knowledge
management initiatives.

1 https://www.axelos.com/corporate/media/files/glossaries/itil_2011_glossary_gb-v1-0.pdf
Davenport, Thomas H., “Saving IT’s Soul: Human Centered Information Management” (1994)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_management
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Why Knowledge Management
is Important
There are a variety of benefits to be realized through effective knowledge management, no matter the IT or
business use case. These very much relate to augmenting the knowledge, skills, and thus capabilities of
employees such that they can do more, more quickly, and potentially with better outcomes. 
Some of the high-level benefits of knowledge management include:
The ability to get to required solutions more
quickly which increases operational efficiency and reduces
operational costs
Better informed and higher quality outcomes, including
the delivery of a superior customer and employee experience
The optimal use of potentially scarce resources, such as
people, skills, and knowledge through employee
empowerment and capability augmentation
Standardized operations with reduced duplication of effort
and less “wheel reinvention”
Greater control over change including minimizing the
impact of turnovers and onboarding new staff more quickly
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What Knowledge Management
Looks Like for an Average
Service Desk
It would be unusual to find any IT service
desk that hasn’t already invested time,
effort, and money in knowledge
management. Firstly, because the
documentation of what people know for the
benefit of all is still knowledge management,
however informally it’s done – think
service desk scripts as a minimum. Secondly,
most IT service desk and IT service
management (ITSM) tools come with some
form of knowledge management capabilities
these days. 
It should be relatively easy for ITSM tool
users to capture knowledge using the tools;
however, this isn’t always the case and could
potentially be more difficult when you
consider the ability to find, access, and use
the data. This information is backed by
Service Desk Institute (SDI) survey data
where a third of survey respondents think
that “knowledge base systems are too
difficult to implement and maintain on our
service desk.” 1

1 https://www.thinkhdi.com/membership/benefits-perks-and-discounts/practices-and-salary-reports.aspx
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What Knowledge Management
Looks Like for an Average
Service Desk
But it’s not all bad–there are successes. The recent HDI 2018 Technical Support Practices & Salary Report
highlighted that of the 14% of support organizations that saw a decrease in ticket volume over the past year:

attributed this to self-help
(the top factor)

attributed it to their knowledge
base (the joint-fifth factor)

The same HDI report also rated knowledge management as the third-highest contributing factor to increases
in customer satisfaction (after staff competency/training and the availability of support, and ahead of
additional staff/resources).
Overall, however, the reality for many service desks is that, while they have a technology-enabled
knowledge management capability, it falls flat due to one or more of five issues (detailed in the later “What
Commonly Goes Wrong with Knowledge Management” section).

https://www.thinkhdi.com/membership/benefits-perks-and-discounts/practices-and-salary-reports.aspx
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The Growing Imbalance
Between Knowledge Management
Opportunities and Success

The IT service desk is not alone in struggling with knowledge management, which often is a corporate
capability that fails to deliver on its promise (even though it shouldn’t). This issue is also increasing in
impact as the importance of knowledge, and knowledge management, grows thanks to additional
technology-enabled use cases.
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The Growing Imbalance
Between Knowledge Management
Opportunities and Success
The following are three evolutions of knowledge management use cases:

1

To start, there was–in the case
of the IT service desk–the need
to speed up the incident
resolution process, especially
as service desk agents were
increasingly hired more for their
personal capabilities than their
technical know-how.
This involved the creation of
scripts and knowledge articles
that were housed in a
knowledge base.

2

Then there was the
opportunity offered by
self-service capabilities, with
the ability to access FAQs and
focused knowledge articles.
Importantly, the available
knowledge (articles) needed to
be easily searchable,
understandable for non-IT staff,
and easy to use.

3

Now the anticipated influx of
artificial intelligence
(AI)-enabled capabilities–in
particular machine
learning–requires AI to
consume data, information, and
knowledge to successfully meet
the opportunities and
challenges it’s applied to.

Effective knowledge management capabilities are becoming increasingly vital to the success of other ITSM
capabilities designed, and expected, to improve IT support performance by impacting quality, speed,
and cost.
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What Commonly Goes Wrong
with Knowledge Management
If you canvas the experiences and opinions of the service desk staff struggling with knowledge management,
then you are likely to hear the same knowledge management issues and challenges, including that
knowledge is:

Too hard to capture–and then it’s too hard to manage and maintain (all likely due to a lack
of available time)

Too hard to find–either for IT support staff or end users using the self-service portal

Too hard to understand–where the documented knowledge makes sense to its technical,
and subject matter expert (SME) authors but not for the less-technical reader

Too hard to use–where the documented help is too difficult for the knowledge user to
undertake (and it might also be beyond their allowed permissions)
Not relevant or contextually aware–where the identified knowledge isn’t relevant to the
knowledge seeker’s current situation and could lead to a “fool’s errand,” wasting the
knowledge seeker’s time
But it’s important to understand that these five issues are often the “symptoms,” rather than the “root
causes,” of knowledge management failure.
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The Common Root Cause of
Knowledge Management Issues
In order to understand why these issues exist, a good starting point would be understanding five of the
“7 Principles of Knowledge Management” 1 written by Dave Snowden, Chief Scientific Officer at
Cognitive Edge: 

1 Knowledge can only be volunteered it cannot be conscripted
2 We only know what we know when we need to know it
3 In the context of real need few people will withhold their knowledge
4 The way we know things is not the way we report we know things
5 We always know more than we can say, and we will always say more than we can write down
These principles are still as relevant today as when they were created a decade ago.

1 http://cognitive-edge.com/blog/rendering-knowledge/
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The Common Root Causes of
Knowledge Managemen Issues
Beyond these people-related aspects of knowledge capture, there are many other common barriers to
knowledge management success. Some of which relate to the successful implementation and use of
enabling technology. For example, it’s assumed that:
• Knowledge management can just be bolted on to existing ways of working
• Knowledge capture is the hardest part of knowledge management
• The introduction of new knowledge management technology is enough for knowledge
sharing success
• All knowledge management technologies are born equal
• End users will automatically adopt and use self-service and self-help capabilities because
they already do so in their personal lives
These and other issues are returned to in the “7 Tips for Getting Knowledge Management Right for
Self-Service” section.
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Why Knowledge Management
is Critical for Self Service and
Self Help
As with knowledge management, many
organizations have struggled with end-user
adoption of their IT self-service capabilities
(Level 0 support). For example, research by the
SDI stated that only 12% of self-service
initiatives have delivered the anticipated return
on investment (ROI), with this mainly due to the
lack of user adoption (thanks to a number of
different root causes).
When taking a broad view of self-service and
motivation, consider what’s in it for employees.
In the absence of self-service and self help,
employees predominantly use telephone and
email channels. The former offers an
immediate resolution, while the latter is a
slower support offering in terms of the total
elapsed time. However, telephone support
involves a higher investment of personal
time–from waiting in a queue to initially
speaking with a service desk agent.

https://itsm.tools/2017/08/17/it-self-service-initiative-failed-why/s
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Why Knowledge Management
is Critical for Self Service and
Self Help
When a self-service capability is introduced, there are similarly two different speeds of support:

LOGGING A TICKET AND WAITING
A more structured approach to the relatively slow, but painless, email channel (with it being
more beneficial for service requests than issue reporting)
RECEIVING AN IMMEDIATE RESOLUTION
Similar to the telephone approach but potentially even faster if the end user can quickly find
and successfully employ a known solution (a knowledge article, automated remediation,
or both)
Thus, what is actually in it for the employees is the immediacy of resolution that comes from accessing
fit-for-purpose knowledge articles and automated capabilities. It makes sense that self-service capabilities
that offer inferior or no self-help support struggle with user adoption. Ultimately, there’s little reason for end
users to change their existing way of working, i.e. seeking help, from using telephone and/or email to a new
support channel.
Knowledge-fueled self-help capabilities are thus key to self-service success, and will ultimately make or
break your self-service capability in terms of realizing the ROI that comes from high levels of end-user
adoption.
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7 Tips for Getting
Knowledge Management Right
for Self Service
Knowledge management is critical for self-service success, but it’s inherently difficult to get right.
Organizations do get it right though, and the following seven tips will be instrumental in your organization
getting knowledge management right, too.

1

Focus on Desired Outcomes Over Process

2

Make Knowledge Management a “Business-as-Usual” Activity

3

Take Care in Managing the People Impact When Introducing
New Technology

4

Build Knowledge Capabilities Around How People Work

5

Remove the Obvious Obstacles to Knowledge Creation Before Go-Live

6

Understand that “Less is Often More”

7

Never Stop Trying to Get Knowledge Management Right
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Tip 1: Focus on Desired
Outcomes Over Process
While knowledge management is described
as an end-to-end process by ITIL, there’s a
need to rise above the mechanics. As with any
other ITSM–or business–process, organizations
should elevate their focus from the
process–the mechanics or the “doing”–to
what’s achieved by that “doing.”
In the case of knowledge management, the
focus should be on the use, and reuse, of
knowledge and the positive outcomes that are
created. The value of knowledge management
isn’t in the management of knowledge but in
the exploitation of knowledge.
At a basic level, this means looking beyond the
strength of organizational knowledge article
creation capabilities, which is unfortunately
often seen as a critical success factor for
knowledge management. Because, as with
configuration management and IT asset
management, while the collection of data and information is helpful, it only truly becomes valuable when
effectively used.
Thus, in the case of self-service and self-help scenarios, the level of ongoing–and hopefully increasing–use of
FAQs and knowledge articles is a key measure of knowledge management success.
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Tip 2: Make Knowledge
Management a “Business-as-Usual”
Activity
Given that most organizations will already have tried-and-tested processes, or agreed ways of working, it’s
too easy for knowledge management requirements and capabilities to be simply added into the mix without
making them a native part of the way of working.
In such scenarios, where knowledge management is a bolted-on process or activity, it will likely fail to be
adopted and will thus fail to deliver the anticipated ROI. For example, knowledge article creation will likely
never be top of support staff’s prioritized to-do lists, and the access and use of knowledge will be seen as an
“extra, potentially avoidable, step” or a clunky addition within the self-service capability. 
Ultimately, all elements of knowledge management–
from capture to use need to be embedded as part of
the business-as-usual ways of working for them
to succeed.
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Tip 3: Take Care in Managing
the “People Impact” When
Introducing New Technology
The introduction of self-service technology and knowledge management capabilities is ultimately a people
change project, and not just a technology-implementation activity. One can even say that Self Help and
knowledge management success is dependent on eliciting the required people change.
Knowledge management thus requires a change in mindsets and behaviors–with a need to “bring people
along” using recognized organizational change management tools and techniques including:

Actively selling the change –
explaining the, “What’s in it for
me?” to different stakeholders

Communicating and
recommunicating what will
change (and the why and how)

Providing people with the
required education/training in
the new way of working

Any knowledge management initiative will most likely fail if there’s insufficient investment in managing
people change, particularly in removing or reducing the common barriers to change.
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Tip 4: Build Knowledge
Capabilities Around How
People Work

In some ways this is an extension of Tip 3, but it’s also different because businesses can use organizational
change management tools and techniques, which might result in a self-help capability that rarely gets used.
Why? Because, while people might understand the reasons for using the new capability, it’s ultimately too
hard for them to actually use or to proactively want to use.
To succeed, a knowledge management capability needs to be user-friendly and easy to navigate. This is
especially true as employees are now bringing their potentially-superior, consumer-world support
experiences and expectations into the workplace. These experiences are then being fueled by
business-to-consumer (B2C) company investments in the delivery of exceptional customer experiences.
Ultimately, knowledge management processes/activities and enabling technologies need to be designed
and delivered with these customer expectations in mind–which not only covers the ease of use but also
meeting expectations related to working in the way that employees want, or need, to work.
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Tip 5: Remove the Obvious
Obstacles to Knowledge
Creation Before Go-Live
Take the time to think about the potential barriers, or obstacles, to getting Self Help working in your
organization. These obstacles will be present across: people, process, and technology. Some are pretty obvious, for instance:

PEOPLE
Certain groups of employees will consider themselves too busy, and perhaps too
important, to use Self Help (and in some cases they will be right)

PROCESS
The knowledge capture and use activities might be harder than they need to be (and
thus employees will find alternative, easier, ways to do what they need to do)

TECHNOLOGY
The technology might do what it needs to do but not in a way that is intuitive and easy
for humans (and it therefore doesn’t get used)

In all three of these simple examples, the barriers are likely to force people back into their old ways of
working– in this instance, calling or emailing the IT service desk rather than using self-service.
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Tip 5: Remove the Obvious
Obstacles to Knowledge
Creation Before Go-Live(Cont’d)
The following are some of the other obvious obstacles have already been touched upon in the previous
four tips:
Overly focusing on knowledge capture over access, use, and reuse
Failing to embed knowledge sharing into business-as-usual activities
Not addressing the inevitable resistance to change
Taking a supplier, rather than a consumer, view of knowledge sharing needs
But there are others too–in particular, potential obstacles that relate to driving the right people behaviors.
For instance, an obstacle could be how people and their performance are assessed and recognized/rewarded.
Additionally how the metrics are employed to understand the success of knowledge management might
drive the wrong behaviors (and thus results). A good example could be employees being rewarded for
knowledge-article creation volumes rather than for the creation of articles that are frequently used.
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Tip 6: Understand that:
“Less is Often More”
Firstly, organizations don’t have to create knowledge for
everything. If you start with the things people most commonly
ask for, or need support for, then that’s a really great start.
Then, the users of knowledge only need to know what they need
to know to help themselves. They absolutely don’t need to know
everything there is to know about a particular issue and its
resolution (or how smart the article’s author is).
Knowledge articles therefore need to consider the reader and
their need for help. Such that knowledge articles are focused
on quickly delivering the required resolution rather expecting
the reader to find it among superfluous text and images.
In some instances, this will be more like “answer management”
than knowledge management.
In a similar vein, sometimes the documentation of knowledge–the turning of tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge–isn’t always the best solution. Instead, it might be best to point help seekers to the people who
can help (because they have the necessary knowledge (and skills).
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Tip 7: Never Stop Trying to Get
Knowledge Management Right

What you initially create, in terms of knowledge management, will most likely not be perfect. But it will be a
big leap forward for both the IT service desk and end users wishing to help themselves.
Then there will always be a need to improve. For example:
• There will be new needs for knowledge–this could be a genuine new need, e.g. a new issue, or a
previously known issue for which there wasn’t sufficient cause for a knowledge article to be created
• Existing knowledge will need to be updated (or archived)
• End user wants/needs, and the associated expectations, will likely change over time (again, in
particular, driven by their consumer-world experiences)
• New technologies and other innovations will deliver new capabilities that will improve upon the
knowledge management status quo. Right now this includes the use of machine learning and
alternative user interfaces such as voice.
ITIL’s continual service improvement (CSI) capability thus applies to knowledge management as much as it
does IT services and any other operational practices.
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Conclusion
End-user adoption is one of the biggest struggles organizations face when it comes to IT self-service. This is
why it is critical for organizations to understand the users’ needs and expectations when it comes to
delivering knowledge.

Go beyond your traditional knowledge base
with Self Help!
Providing access to knowledge that engages users across your organization is key in getting them to use your
self-service portal–and the right self-help solution can get you there. Knowledge-fueled self-help capabilities
can support the adoption of your IT self-service portal by delivering interactive experiences, dynamic
interactions, and providing answers to users anytime, anywhere.

Ready to take one step further to improve your self-service capabilities?

LEARN HOW

